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Abstract--- Phishing is the action of attempting to 

acquire sensitive information such as usernames, passwords 

and credit card details by masquerading as a trustworthy 

entity in an electronic communication. In other words 

Phishing is an e-mail fraud method in which the perpetrator 

sends out legitimate-looking email in an attempt together 

personal and financial information from recipients. 

Typically, the messages appear to come from well known 

and trustworthy Web sites.  Various methods, step that are 

solved and avoid the email phishing. In This paper we 

focused on hybrid feature selection approach that based on 

the combination of content-based and behavior–based. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Phishing is a term given to a new crime that is rapidly 

growing on the Internet. Phishing emails are like a message 

that from a credible looking which source requesting a user 

to click a link to a website where she/he is asked to enter a 

username, password, credit card details or other confidential 

information. Sometimes Attacker aim withdrawing money 

from financial institutions or getting access to private 

information. So Phishing emails have become common 

problem in recent years. According to APWG trend report, 

the number of phishing attacks through email increased 

from about 170000 in 2005 to about 440000 in the 2009 

[2].Where APWG is a Anti-Phishing Working Group 

phishing. According to Gartner survey, approximately 109 

million U.S adults have received phishing email attacks with 

average loss per victim estimated to be $1,244. In present 

time, several anti-techniques such as [6], [11], [16],[7], [5], 

[13] have been developed to address the phishing problems. 

Phishing emails pose a serious threat to electronic 

commerce because they are used to defraud both individuals 

and financial organizations on the Internet. Simply, Phishing 

is a type of spam that employs two techniques, first as the 

deceptive phishing and second as the malware-based 

phishing. Deceptive phishing is related to social engineering 

schemes that depend on forged email claims that appear to 

originate from a legitimate company or bank or institute. 

Subsequently, through an embedded link with in the email, 

the phisher attempts to redirect users to fake Websites. 

These fake Web sites are designed to fraudulently obtain 

financial data (usernames, passwords, credit card numbers, 

and personal information) from victims. The second 

technique malware-based phishing involves technical 

subterfuge schemes that rely on malicious code or malware 

after users click on a link embedded in the email, or by 

detecting and using security holes in the user’s computer to 

obtain the victim’s online account information directly. 

Sometimes, phisher attempts to misdirect the user to a fake 

Web site or to a legitimate one monitored by proxies. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Phishing detection classified into two techniques first as the 

server based techniques and second as the client based 

techniques. Server based techniques are implemented by 

service providers such as, financial institutions, e-commerce 

stores or other or ISP. While client-based techniques are 

implemented on users end point through browser plug-ins or 

e-mail analysis. Many feature selection approach have been 

recently introduced to assist phishing detection mechanism. 

Most of previous researches [6], [11], [16] were mostly 

focusing on email content in order to classify the emails as 

either abnormal or normal. El Ferchichi et al. [19] propose a 

wrapper approach to select features involving the Support 

Vector Machines (SVM) combined with a metaheuristic 

optimization algorithm: Tabu Search and Genetic 

Algorithms. The proposed process is based on the use of the 

rate of misclassification as an evaluating criterion. They 

apply the tabu algorithm to guide the search of the optimal 

set of features first and then a genetic algorithm is used to 

reach the same goal. Unlike our work which is focused on 

phishing email detection, the work of El Ferchichi et al. [19] 

is applied on data from regulation of urban transport 

network systems. Islam and Abawajy [20] propose a multi'-

tier phishing detection and filtering approach for phishing 

email filtering. It’s  also gave  a method for extracting the 

features of phishing email that is based on the weighting of 

message content and message header and select the features 

according to priority ranking. Its Results showing that 

proposed algorithm reduces the false positive problems 

substantially with the lower complexity. Abawajy and 

Kelarev [18] propose a multi-tier ensemble construction of 

classifiers for phishing email detection and filtering. Lately, 

behavior-based approach that determine phishing message 

has been proposed by [7], [5], [13]. In present time, not 

many methods specifically designed to target phishing 

emails that based on phishing behavior. It is a very little 

research on behavior-based approach. Our study that is 

differs from the previous work on the feature selection in 

several ways. Firstly we propose a hybrid feature selection 

with help of combining content-based features and behavior-

based features. We consider analyzing email header 

information particularly the sender email and email's 

message-ID tags in order to evaluate the attacker behaviors. 

We mine attacker behaviors by considering whether the 

sender sends emails from more than a one domain and if the 

domain name is used by more than one sender's domain. 

Then choose to use Bayes Net algorithm as our classifier 

because it’s powerful knowledge representation and 

reasoning mechanism. Second, we produce liberal of 

promises result use a 7 features with 96% accuracy and 4% 

false positive and false negative rate respectively. 
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III. PHISHING EMAIL FEATURE SELECTION 

In its, email filtering approaches can be divided into two 

parts. Origin-based filtering and content based filtering. 

Origin-based filtering is based on the black verification list 

and white verification list. That means Origin-based filtering 

that focuses on source of the e-mail and verifies whether this 

source is on a white verification list or black verification list. 

Content based filters that based on the subject and body of 

the email. That means content based filters focus on the 

subject and body of the email. Phishing emails detected by 

filtering that based on structural feature, text feature or 

linguistic feature. Structural features focus on identifying 

the presence of obvious sign present in the email body, 

which implicate it to be fake. While the textual features and 

linguistic features identify phishing e-mails that based on 

the word composition and grammatical construction. 

 System model A.

Email message consists of following three components, first 

as the message envelope, second as the message header, and 

third and last as the message body. Message header contains 

control information, including, one or more recipient 

addresses and sender's email address. There are other 

descriptive information is also added, such as a subject 

header field, a message submission date/time stamp, 

message-id, and other information about the email.  

 Hybrid feature selection B.

The Hybrid feature selection algorithm aims to determine 

feature matrix for predicting an email message is a phishing 

message or not. In Hybrid feature selection, we describe the 

proposed hybrid feature selection (HFS) algorithm. In this 

algorithm, we use domain email sender (DES), subject 

blacklist word (SBW), URL dots (URLD), URL symbol 

(URLS), URL IP (URLIP), Unique sender (US), Unique 

domain (UD) and DMID valid (DMID) feature values. We 

then developed a methodology to extract seven features 

from each email [7]. First, the email messages is partitioned 

into four components containing ES, SE, MID and URL. 

The inputs to HFS algorithm are DES, SBW, URLD, URLS, 

URLIP, US, UD and DMID as shown in Algorithm of HSF. 

In step 1, reading count for each email is done. For step 2 to 

5, each incoming emails will run functions to verify sender 

domain, identify email's subject blacklist word, URL feature 

matching and identify sender behaviour to extract features 

and finally construct the feature matrix.  

Algorithm HSF 

1) FOR (each incoming EMAIL) DO 

2) FOR (i=1 to K) Do 

3) Verify sender domain; 

4) Identify blacklist word; 

5) Perform URL feature matching; 

6) Identify sender behavior; 

7) Identify Message-id validity; 

8) Constructing feature matrix; 

9) ENDFOR 

10) FNDFOR 

END HSF. 

 Feature Defines in Email C.

Email messages contain two basic parts first is the header 

and second as the body parts. The header contains 

information about who the message was sent from, 

recipients date and the route which contains optional fields 

such as received, reply-to, subject and message-ID. Five 

features belong to email structure and additional two 

features that are extracted based on sender behavior. 

Features in Email that is following: 

1) Domain sender: It is binary feature that represents the 

similarity of domain name extracted from email sender 

with domain message-ID. We think the email is normal 

if it is similar and set the value 0. If it is not similar, we 

set the value 1 to indicate the email is abnormal. This 

feature has been proposed by [5]. 

2) Subject blacklist words: It is binary feature that 

represents the appearance of blacklist words in the 

subject of an email which included in bags of words in 

[11]. If the email subject contains the blacklist word, 

the email is abnormal and set the value 1. This feature 

has been used in [8]. 

3) URL IP: It is shows the number of links that are using 

IP address. 

4) URL dots: Its represent a number of links in email that 

contains dots more than 5. This feature has been used 

in [11] but they calculate maximum number of dots in 

every link. 

5) URL symbol: Its represent the occurrence of links in 

emails that present symbol. This has been used in [18] 

but we incorporate other symbol such as “%” and 

“&”to detect obfuscation URL. 

Two behavior features, first as the unique sender 

and second as the unique domain.  

Unique sender (US): It is a binary data that 

represent sender behavior whether the sender sends emails 

from more than a one domain. If it is more than 1, we think 

the sender is phisher and set value is 1 or else the value is 0 

to indicate that the sender is not phisher. (2) Unique domain 

(UD): This binary data denotes if the domain names is used 

by more than one sender domain email. If it is more than 1, 

we think the email is abnormal or else the email is normal 

and set the value to 0. 

 Mining Sender Behavior D.

In mining sender behavior, data mining for sender behaviour 

is analysed from email header. The dataset we selected from 

the email header has a structure as shown in Table I. Then 

all the features are defined, we extracted all 7 possible 

features from each email. The values of all features are in 

various types. Sender domain, subject blacklist word, unique 

sender and unique domain are in binary. All URL based 

features are in numerical however in vastly different ranges. 

For example, the URL dots could number of links 

under five. In order to treat all the original features as 

equally important, the value of each feature needs to be 

normalized before the classification process. Features with 

numerical values are normalized using the quotient of the 

actual value over the maximum value of that feature so that 

numerical values are limited to the range [0, 1]. 
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